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Abstract 

Systematic reviews are difficult to keep up to date, but failure to do so leads to a decay in review 

currency, accuracy and utility. We are developing a novel approach to systematic review updating 

we term ‘living systematic review’ (LSR): systematic reviews which are continually updated, 

incorporating relevant new evidence as it becomes available.  Living systematic reviews may be 

particularly important in fields where research evidence is emerging rapidly, current evidence is 

unclear and new research may change policy or practice decisions. We hypothesise that a continual 

approach to updating will achieve greater currency, and therefore accuracy and benefits to end 

users, with feasible resource requirements over time.  

 

This paper is the first in a series published in this issue of the journal, providing an overview of  living 

systematic reviews and living guideline recommendations. This introductory paper introduces the 

why, what, when and how of  living systematic reviews. Key issues in  living systematic reviews are 

discussed, including searching, updating scenarios, production processes, editorial and peer review 

and publication. Other papers in the series explore the contribution from new technologies, such as 

text mining, machine learning and crowd sourcing (Paper 2); examine the statistical issues associated 

with repeated meta-analysis (Paper 3); and describe the opportunities to link  living systematic 

reviews with living guidelines (Paper 4).  
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Keeping evidence up to date 

Health research is a key driver of health and wellbeing, but health professionals often make 

decisions based on a patchy understanding of what the research says; consumers are confronted by 

disparate and often conflicting research findings; and society’s return on investment in health 

research is eroded as research findings are lost in the deluge of new research [1]. Over the last 30 

years Cochrane and others have tackled these challenges by developing the science of evidence 

synthesis, designed to enable health decisions informed by the best available evidence.  

 

Achieving the goal of providing the ‘best available evidence’ requires careful attention to the 

methods used to identify, appraise and synthesise relevant research. These methods are well 

developed [2-4], but resource-intensive [5], making it difficult to keep up to date as new research 

becomes available [6]. Systematic reviews that are out of date and have not incorporated recent 

data are at risk of serious inaccuracy [7]. Indeed, systematic review currency is challenged by the 

increasing rate of research output [6], which increases the frequency with which reviews need to be 

updated to remain accurate; and increasing research volume and rising methodological expectations 

which increase the work of updating.  

 

Conventionally, systematic reviews are not updated, or updated intermittently [8]. Intermittent 

updating leaves gaps between updates during which time the systematic review may be missing 

important new research, placing it at risk of inaccuracy [7] and wasting the potential contribution of 

new research to evidence synthesis and decision-making [9]. Furthermore, reassembling an author 

team and restarting the review process is often difficult and much of the institutional memory of the 

original team can be lost. So much work needs to be repeated that many teams describe updating as 

“just like starting a review from scratch”.  

 

Continual updating 

We have proposed a continual approach to review updating that we term ‘living systematic review’ 

(LSR; see Boxes 1 and 3)’ [10]. We hypothesize that this approach will achieve greater currency, and 

therefore accuracy and benefits to end users, with similar resource requirements over time.  

 

In this paper we provide an introduction to  living systematic reviews, including a working definition 

and thoughts on when this approach to review currency may be appropriate. We give an overview of 

how to undertake a living systematic review and introduce key considerations, including searching, 

updating scenarios, production processes, editorial and peer review and publication. Subsequent 
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papers in this series will describe other important aspects of  living systematic review in more detail 

(See Box 2).  

 

What is a living systematic review?  

We define a living systematic review (LSR) as a systematic review which is continually updated, 

incorporating relevant new evidence as it becomes available. In practice this means continual 

surveillance for new research evidence through ongoing or frequent searches and the inclusion of 

relevant new information into the review in a timely manner, so that the findings of the systematic 

review remain current.  

 

Living systematic review is an approach to review updating, not a formal review methodology, and 

can be applied to any type of review. The frequency of searching and the time taken to include new 

information into the review are critical to achieving the currency of a living systematic review, but 

are not specified in this definition. Just as there are pragmatic limits on identifying ‘all’ research in a 

systematic review search, there are many logistical hurdles to achieving optimal review currency and 

so pragmatic solutions must be found that balance currency with feasibility. Also, end user needs 

should guide the definition of optimal ‘currency’, but empirical evidence of this is currently lacking. 

In the interim, we propose that living systematic reviews should incorporate relevant new 

information within a maximum of six months of the information becoming available. We expect this 

proposed upper limit to reduce over time as production and publication systems evolve. In practice, 

most current  living systematic review pilot projects aim to search most sources at least monthly and 

make the results of these searches visible to end users within another month.  

 

In contrast to rapid reviews where methods may be modified to support faster production [11, 12],  

living systematic reviews use standard systematic review methods [13]. Living systematic reviews 

differ from frequent, standard review updating by an explicit and a priori commitment to keeping 

the systematic review as current as possible with a pre-determined frequency of search and review 

updating. While it may seem that  living systematic reviews resemble the most frequent standard 

review updates, there are three important differences. First, the explicit and a priori commitment to 

a pre-determined frequency of review updating gives important predictability to end users, reducing 

their need to plan or undertake their own updating activities. Second,  living systematic reviews aim 

to push the limits of systematic review currency, supporting more dynamic living systematic reviews 

in the future that are updated immediately whenever new evidence emerges, and benefiting other 
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approaches to updating. Third, the commitment to a pre-determined frequency of updating enables 

important downstream opportunities, including living guidelines.  

 

When is a living systematic review appropriate?  

Not all systematic reviews require updating, nor the use of a  living systematic review approach. For 

a sub-set of reviews in which updating is appropriate, a  living systematic review approach can be 

considered. Building on the recently published guidance on systematic review updating by Garner 

and colleagues [8], we suggest the following three criteria should guide the decision to initiate an  

living systematic review: 

1. The systematic review is a priority for decision-making. With current review production and 

publication systems,  living systematic reviews are only appropriate when the question is of 

sufficient importance to decision-making that the allocation of ongoing resources is worthwhile. 

Over time, we expect the scope of questions in which a  living systematic review approach is 

appropriate to expand.  

2. Certainty in the existing evidence is low or very low. A  living systematic review will be useful 

when the current body of evidence does not provide certainty and new information is likely to 

change the findings of the systematic review.  

3. There is likely to be new research evidence. Living systematic review are most appropriate when 

the research field covered by the systematic review is moving relatively quickly and new 

evidence is emerging.  

 

Embarking on a living systematic review is not a life sentence. It will be appropriate to cease this 

form of updating when the conditions specified above no longer hold. Further work will be required 

to inform how these thresholds should be determined.  

 

How to perform a living systematic review 

Living systematic review is a process of systematic review updating that uses standard systematic 

review methods. There are, however, several important implications of this approach for review 

production and publication, outlined below.  

 

Protocol development 

The protocol for a living systematic review should describe explicitly the approach to searching, 

including search frequency for each source, and the decision framework and timing for integration 

of new information into the review (see below and Box 4).  It should define the statistical approach 
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to updating of any meta-analyses [Cite: Paper 3] and describe the process of transitioning to a living 

systematic review. The specific thresholds for transitioning out of a living systematic review can be 

defined a priori if known. Other sections of the protocol should provide the usual information 

appropriate for a systematic review protocol.  

 

A living systematic review protocol should always reflect the conduct of the review and over time 

changes to the methods of the review may be appropriate. If the review team decides to modify the 

methods of the living systematic review, these changes should be documented in the living 

systematic review and in a modified, accessible review protocol. If the review is registered in the 

PROSPERO register of systematic reviews it may be appropriate for this listing to be updated.  

 

Producing an up to date systematic review 

Reaching the ‘plateau’ of living systematic review updating is only possible once the ‘mountain’ of an 

up to date standard systematic review has been climbed. Thus, the first step in conducting a living 

systematic review is to produce an up to date (‘baseline’) systematic review, either a new review or 

a standard update of a pre-existing review. For new systematic reviews, a protocol should be 

published first (Figure 1), including living systematic review-specific considerations as described 

above; the first version of the review should be published; and the review transitioned into a living 

systematic review mode. For existing reviews, an updated protocol and standard review update are 

required, but the order is flexible.  

 

Transition to a living systematic review 

In any of the scenarios described above, it is important that the review be transitioned to a living 

systematic review from the time of the standard publication or update. Searches and other aspects 

of the living systematic review (see below) therefore need to be underway prior to the standard 

review publication or update. The work of transitioning to a living systematic review mode is 

reduced if this process is initiated soon after the last search of the standard publication or update.   

 

Searching 

Living systematic reviews use standard systematic review search methods, so while alternative 

evidence surveillance methods may contribute to an awareness of relevant new information, the 

currency of living systematic reviews should not be accompanied by a reduction in the sensitivity of 

the core search strategy. For many bibliographic databases, auto alerts can be set up to provide a 
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regular feed of new citations. In other databases, no automated alert option is available and a 

manual search needs to be run regularly.  

 

The most significant challenge for sensitive and frequent searching is trial and other registries, 

websites and other unpublished material. At present, these sources require manual, bespoke 

searching, which may limit the frequency at which they feasibly can be searched. As an example, 

living systematic reviews could be supported with monthly searches (auto and manual) of major 

bibliographic databases and three-monthly searches of other sources. The specific strategy for an 

living systematic review should be developed in consultation with an information specialist.  

 

Update scenarios 

Each instance of search will result in reports (e.g. titles and abstracts) that require screening. 

Standard systematic review methods are applied, so if screening identifies reports for inclusion, risk 

of bias assessment, data extraction, and incorporation of data into meta-analyses or narrative 

syntheses (textual approaches to evidence synthesis) are conducted as appropriate. The aim is to 

update the review as quickly as is feasible. However, systematic review updating is still a 

cumbersome, manual process and so pragmatic decisions to defer the inclusion of some new 

information may be appropriate (Figure 1). For example, if the new information is likely to have 

negligible effects on the effect estimates or the certainty of the evidence it may be appropriate to 

make the new information visible to end users and defer formal inclusion in the meta-analyses or 

narrative syntheses of the review. This is a pragmatic solution that should not be necessary in the 

longer term. In the interim, a transparent approach should be taken to decisions about when to 

incorporate new information, analogous to frameworks that have been developed to guide the 

timing of review updating [8]. An important overarching principle is to maximise the value the 

review provides to end users at all times.  

 

The pragmatic considerations described above lead to a set of possible updating scenarios. First, if 

screening of search results yields no new evidence then it is important to make available to end 

users the date of last search and the information that no additional evidence was identified.  

 

Second, if new evidence is identified, a transparent approach should be used to decide whether to 

incorporate the new evidence into the review, balancing end user needs and pragmatic 

considerations. End users should be alerted as soon as possible to the date of last search, details of 
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the new evidence, a description of whether the evidence is being incorporated into the review or 

not, and a transparent justification for this decision.  

 

Third, whenever it is decided to incorporate new evidence into the review, the next phase of review 

production is triggered, including risk of bias assessment, data extraction and updating of meta-

analyses, narrative syntheses, review findings, conclusions and implications. During this process, end 

users should be alerted to the updating process that is underway and the information that is in 

process of being included. Once completed, the updated living systematic review should be made 

available as soon as possible.  

 

Production process  

Standard review updating requires the intermittent deployment of substantial resources, whereas 

maintenance of a living systematic review requires the continual application of modest resources. 

Strong project management is necessary to guide the review team in this novel process and manage 

continual tasks (particularly search and screening) and other tasks required as needed (risk of bias 

assessment, data extraction, analysis and write up). Members of the team join, contribute and leave 

as needed. This model may maintain more consistent knowledge of the review when compared to 

the high team turnover often seen between standard updates. However, as with standard updating, 

consistency of decision-making will be helped by clear documentation of decisions and rationales for 

these decisions.  

 

Enabling technologies 

The efficiency of systematic review production and updating is an important determinant of the 

feasibility and sustainability of living systematic reviews. Recently, new approaches to review 

production have emerged that facilitate efficiency, particularly in the context of review production. 

These include online software platforms, the use of text mining and machine learning, and the 

contribution of citizen scientists. These ‘enabling technologies’ are discussed further in a later paper 

in this series [CIT: Paper 2].  

 

Updating of meta-analyses 

All forms of updating commonly require the updating of meta-analyses. For many years, the 

potential for naïvely repeated meta-analysis to lead to an inflated rate of false positive findings has 

been debated [14]. These issues are explored in another paper in this series [CIT: Paper 3].  
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Editorial and peer review 

Importantly, editorial and peer review is required of the living systematic review protocol and the 

initial living systematic review, including the proposed approach to search, the decision framework 

for inclusion of new evidence into the review and the statistical methods that will be used for 

updating of meta-analyses. Subsequent editorial and peer review should be tailored to the updating 

scenarios described above.  

 

In the first scenario, no new evidence is identified and the last search date and the number of 

citations screened is updated. We suggest that in this scenario no peer review and only review by an 

editor is required.  

 

In the second scenario where evidence is identified, but not yet incorporated into the review, 

editorial review is required of the information that will be updated and available to end users: date 

of last search, details of new evidence, a description of whether the evidence is being incorporated 

into the review or not, and a transparent justification for this decision. If this justification is 

consistent with the approach outlined in the living systematic review protocol and the methods 

section of the living systematic review, we believe peer review is optional and could be initiated at 

the discretion of the editor.  

 

In the third scenario, in which new evidence is incorporated into the living systematic review the 

depth of editorial and peer review should be tailored to the update. If the new evidence has 

negligible effect on the certainty of the evidence or other findings of the review and makes no 

difference to review conclusions or implications we suggest that editorial review may be sufficient. If 

in the view of the editors the contribution of the new evidence is more substantial, then peer review 

should be initiated and focused on changes to the living systematic review since last review.  

 

Thorough editorial and peer review at the initiation of a living systematic review and subsequent 

tailoring of editorial and peer review processes should help to achieve production efficiency and 

editorial quality. However, we believe additional intermittent review should be incorporated into 

the living systematic review lifecycle. For example, living systematic reviews could have a more 

thorough editorial and peer review once every 1-2 years regardless of whether new evidence had 

been identified or incorporated, to ensure review methods remain appropriate and review conduct 

is proceeding as planned and described. Also, post-publication peer review may be particularly 

relevant to living systematic reviews given the challenge of rapid and frequent peer review in a pre-
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publication peer review model. This could help build a community around the living systematic 

review and encourage contributions to the production and use of the review (see Paper 2). Finally, it 

is clear that production and editorial platforms that simplify the incorporation of new evidence and 

target editorial and peer review to the most recent changes improve efficiency and the sustainability 

of living systematic reviews.   

 

Publication  

The dissemination of living systematic review outputs requires publication formats that can be 

updated frequently. While this addresses end user needs for up-to-date evidence it brings several 

publication challenges. First, the publication platform must allow the publication and linking of 

review updates, optimally through explicit versioning of the review publication in an online format 

(e.g. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, F1000 Research) or by using another linking 

mechanism (e.g. the Crossmark service provided by Crossref).  

 

Second, authorship of the living systematic review will evolve over time. As with a clinical trial 

network, the contribution of each member of the group should be assessed as sufficient for 

authorship (and meeting ICMJE criteria) or not. As team members leave and their contribution to the 

current version diminishes, they could be moved from the list of named authors to members of the 

study group or an acknowledged contributor. In the future, novel ways of acknowledging 

contributions to the living systematic review may provide additional value.  

 

Third, mechanisms should be established to provide timely, frequently updated information (e.g. 

date of last search, numbers of citations screened, studies awaiting inclusion) to end users without 

creating significant issues with bibliographic database listing and article metrics (including article 

citations and ‘altmetrics’). The number of formal new ‘publications’ generated by the living 

systematic review should be neither too high nor too low. Frequent new ‘publications’ (e.g. if a 

monthly update generated a new publication each time) can lead to an extremely high number of 

bibliographic database listings and citable publications, and a low number of cites per publication. 

On the other hand, too few publications may erode the perceived academic benefits for the work of 

maintaining the living systematic review.  

 

The key objective of any publication arrangement should be to present information in user friendly 

and unified formats, maximise the content that is subjected to editorial and peer review and ensure 

the model is sufficiently consistent with existing academic incentives to encourage contribution. 
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There are three main options. First, the review can be published using a standard approach with 

updates published every year or so and more frequently updated information provided through a 

separate website. The disadvantages of this approach are that the review content is fragmented and 

a portion of the content may not be subjected to standard editorial and peer review. Second, the 

review can be published and updated using a standard approach, but with more frequently updated 

information presented alongside the published articles such that these more frequent changes do 

not trigger a new digital object identifier (DOI), database listing or citable publication. This has 

similar disadvantages to a separate website, but the content is more unified. Third, content can be 

published and updated frequently in a more unified form, triggering new DOIs, database listings and 

citable publications, but arrangements can be established to group each of these metrics (e.g. F1000 

Research).  

 

Links to other ‘living’ activities 

Living systematic reviews do not exist in a vacuum and have important ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ 

implications. The clearest opportunity is for living systematic reviews to support the maintenance of 

living guidelines. In this model, guidelines are no longer updated as a whole; instead individual 

recommendations are updated whenever there is significant change in the underlying evidence 

base. These opportunities are discussed in a later article in this series [CIT: Paper 4]. In addition, 

living systematic reviews may have important implications for clinical decision support systems, 

health technology management, knowledge translation, and health policy making. These issues 

remain largely unexplored at this time. Similarly, living systematic reviews may encourage stronger 

connections between research production, evidence synthesis and health decision-making given the 

long-term, ongoing nature of living systematic reviews and associated opportunities for co-

production by a community of contributors.  

 

Conclusion 

Living systematic reviews are a novel approach to systematic review updating that aims to break the 

current trade-off between methodological rigour and currency, and deliver evidence syntheses that 

are trustworthy and up-to-date. In pursuing the development and scale-up of a living systematic 

review approach to updating, we seek to dramatically reduce the time for new research to translate 

into health practice and impact, reduce the waste of society’s investment in research and help all 

involved in health make sense of the deluge of research. While the fundamentals of the approach 

are clear and a number of systematic review teams are now converting reviews (both Cochrane and 

non-Cochrane) into living systematic reviews  [9, 15-18], the approach is still new and much remains 
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to be developed and evaluated (Box 5). We welcome others to this endeavour. More information 

can be found on the Living Systematic Review Network website at www.cochrane.org/lsr.  
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Boxes 

Box 1: What’s new 

• Living systematic review was proposed in 2014 as an approach to systematic review updating. 

Since that time many issues associated with the production and publication of living systematic 

reviews have been explored and are now being tested in a series of living systematic review 

projects (Cochrane and non-Cochrane).  

• This series presents the current state of development of living systematic reviews by members 

of the international living systematic review Network.  

• This paper gives an overview of recent living systematic review developments in production and 

publication, including a working definition of living systematic review, when living systematic 

reviews are appropriate, and current approaches to living systematic review production.  

 

Box 2: Overview of living systematic review series 

Living systematic reviews: 1. Introduction - the Why, What, When and How 

Authors: Julian Elliott, Annie Synnot, Tari Turner, Mark Simmonds, Eli Akl, Steve McDonald, Georgia 

Salanti, Joerg Meerpohl, Harriet MacLehose, John Hilton, Ian Shemilt, James Thomas on behalf of the 

Living systematic review Network 

Description: Julian Elliott and colleagues provide an introduction and overview of the why, what, 

when and how of living systematic reviews (living systematic review). Key issues in living systematic 

review are discussed, including search, updating scenarios, production processes, editorial and peer 

review, publication and links to downstream activities, including living recommendations.  

 

Living systematic reviews: 2. Combining Human and Machine Effort 

Authors: James Thomas, Anna Noel-Storr, Byron Wallace, Steven McDonald, Chris Mavergames, Paul 

Glasziou, Iain Marshall, Ian Shemilt, Annie Synnot, Tari Turner, Julian Elliott on behalf of the Living 

systematic review Network 

Description: James Thomas and colleagues outline how new technologies which utilise human and 

machine effort, such as text mining, machine learning and crowd sourcing, can enable significant 

production efficiencies, increasing the feasibility of continual updating. They discuss the potential 

and limitations of these systems, where they are in use, and where further research is needed. 
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Living systematic reviews: 3. Statistical Methods for Updating Meta-Analyses  

Authors: Mark Simmonds, Georgia Salanti, Phillipe Ravaud, Julian Higgins, Jo McKenzie, Julian Elliott 

on behalf of the Living systematic review Network 

Description: living systematic reviews often require repeated meta-analyses, which may increase the 

risk of spurious statistical significance. Mark Simmonds and colleagues discuss important issues 

relevant to meta-analyses and network meta-analyses within living systematic reviews. Various 

methods that have been proposed to address these issues will be reviewed and described.  

 

Living systematic reviews: 4. Living Guideline Recommendations 

Authors: Elie Akl, Joerg Meerpohl, Julian Elliott, Lara Kahale, Per Vandvik, Linn Brandt, Holger 

Schunemann on behalf of the Living systematic review Network 

Description: ‘Living guidelines’ hold the promise of providing timely, up-to-date and high quality 

guidance to target users. Elie Akl and colleagues describe key issues in living guidelines, including 

when living guidelines are appropriate, workflows, linkages with living systematic reviews, 

thresholds for changing recommendations, and approaches to publication and dissemination. 

 

Box 3. Living systematic reviews 

• A systematic review which is continually updated, incorporating relevant new evidence as it 

becomes available  

• An approach to review updating, not a formal review methodology 

• Can be applied to any type of review 

• Uses standard systematic review methods 

• Explicit and a priori commitment to a pre-determined frequency of search and review 

updating 

 

 

Box 4. Additional considerations for a living systematic review protocol 

Background 

• A clear justification for the review being maintained as a living systematic review  

Objectives 

• An explicit statement that the review will be maintained as a living systematic review. 

Searching 

• A description of the frequency of searching for all sources. 
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Screening 

• A description of the frequency of screening, ideally matched to the frequency of searching. 

Data synthesis 

• A statement describing whether new evidence will be immediately incorporated into the 

review, or may be deferred under certain circumstances. 

• If the incorporation of new evidence may be deferred, a description of the decision 

framework that will be applied to inform this decision. 

• A description of the planned statistical approach to updating of any meta-analyses. 

Other 

• A description of any systematic review enablers (such as machine learning or citizen science) 

used in the review. 

• A statement of the frequency with which the team will regularly review the review scope 

and methods, including search methods and strategies. 

• Specific thresholds for transitioning out of an living systematic review mode, if known. 

 

 

Box 5: Principles guiding the development of living systematic reviews  

• Keep the end-user in mind, maximising the utility of the review at all stages 

• Minimise additional workload for authors, peer reviewers, editors and publishers 

• Maximise visibility of the latest findings for the reader 

• Maximise efficiencies through technology and the crowd 

• Streamline workflows and editorial processes 

• Don’t reinvent the wheel, but build on existing processes and platforms 

• Focus on workable, not perfect, solutions 

• Remain flexible to incorporate new developments in the broader evidence ecosystem 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Update scenarios 

 

 


